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The first Research Seminar sponsored by the European
Respiratory Society (ERS), and organized by the "Pul-
monary circulation, gas exchange and exercise" scientific
group, brought together small groups of investigators to
discuss current knowledge in the research field of "Skeletal
muscle dysfunction in chronic respiratory diseases". This is
currently an issue of much interest on both sides of the
Atlantic [1], and has been fueled by repeated observations
that in chronic respiratory disorders exercise limitation
cannot be explained by ventilatory limitation alone and,
more recently, transplantation of diseased lungs does not
result in restoration of exercise capacity. Even prior to any
kind of surgery, there are data to suggest that in patients
with chronic obstructive lung disease (COPD) the skeletal
muscles contribute to exercise limitation, and that the
lungs, despite their inability to permit high levels of ven-
tilation during exercise, are not the whole story. Thus,
evidence of reduced muscle oxidative enzyme levels, of
early lactate appearance and of 31phosphorous (P)-mag-
netic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) based high energy
phosphate/intracellular pH differences from normal all
suggest muscle abnormalities per se. Impaired muscle
oxygen (O2) transport may also occur, and separate from
the pulmonary abnormalities, add to exercise limitation.
Several confounding factors make elucidation of the role
of the muscles in exercise limitation difficult to unravel.
This is particularly so because of the highly integrated
nature of exercise involving basically all organ systems
and also because of the multidisciplinary nature of the
events that underlie exercise, encompassing physical, bio-
chemical, physiological, and structural principles. These
confounding factors include: 1) complex cardiopulmon-
ary regulation of blood flow, ventilation and exercise that
may prevent cardiac output from rising above normal to
compensate for inadequate O2 transport; 2) difficulty in-
terpreting O2-dependent metabolic parameters in muscle
when O2 transport is impaired; 3) difficulty knowing how

much metabolic impairment is required to reduce exercise
capacity; 4) variability in patient characteristics within and
between studies; 5) drug treatments with agents that can
affect muscles; 6) intercurrent disease; 7) problems in
selecting the correct control subjects by which to judge
patient responses; 8) effects of muscle mass reduction; 9)
the issue of how much of the so-called myopathy is simply
due to inactivity.

The overall purpose of the seminar was to explore where
the collective understanding of skeletal muscle function in
respiratory disease currently stands, and consequently, to
lay out the problems to be solved in the future. Interest in
the area was indicated by the fact that 59 scientists from 14
countries, experts in the fields of O2 transport, muscle phy-
siology, nutrition, metabolic biochemistry, clinical and mo-
lecular approaches to research, and rehabilitation attended
the seminar. Only eight of these were actual meeting fac-
ulty. The meeting was organized with short introductory
lectures and therefore a very large space for the discussion.
Twenty-two young researchers were selected to lead and
keep alive the discussion of selected topics. The 2-day
programme was divided into four distinct sessions, each
one addressing specific issues: section 1) exercise limita-
tion in chronic respiratory diseases; section 2) structural
and biochemical alterations of skeletal muscles in chronic
respiratory diseases; section 3) effect of hypoxia and poor
nutritional state on skeletal muscle function; section 4)
therapeutic interventions on skeletal muscle function in
chronic respiratory disorders. Each session lasted 4 h with
>2 h devoted to the discussion. The mix of short formal
presentation followed by open discussion with discussion
leaders allowed for a large participation and great inter-
action. The format was very appreciated by participants
who, at the end of meeting, agreed to keep discussing the
area by means of: 1) organizing workshops every other
year at the annual ERS meeting and 2) developing a chat
page on the ERS Website. The new scientific group, "Foro
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Romano", will have the opportunity to share current con-
cepts and ideas on the role of skeletal muscle dysfunction
in chronic lung diseases.

A brief summary of the 2-day meeting with the main
conclusions is now reported.

February 11, 1999. Section 1: exercise limitation in
chronic respiratory diseases

The session was opened with a lecture by A.G.N. Agusti
(Mallorca, Spain) focusing on the mechanisms that limit
exercise tolerance in patients with chronic respiratory dis-
eases and on the tools, old and new, used to investigate
them. A.G.N. Agusti reviewed the central and the periph-
eral causes of exercise limitation in COPD and available
tools to investigate the relative contribution of each factors.
Among them, the flow-volume curve for the assessment of
airflow limitation [2], the multiple inert gas technique for
the evaluation of pulmonary gas exchange [3], the mea-
surement of femoral blood flow by thermodilution [4], the
kinetics of oxygen uptake during exercise for the eval-
uation of muscle aerobic capacity [5], the intracelullar
metabolic events by nuclear magnetic resonance [6] or
near-infrared spectroscopy [7] and the role of skeletal
muscle biopsy [8]. A.G.N. Agusti pointed out that the pro-
per evaluation of reduced exercise tolerance in patients
with chronic respiratory failure requires an integrative
approach that takes into account all potential limiting
factors into a multidimensional picture [9].

The effects of hypoxaemia on O2 transport mechanisms
in normal and pathological states were presented by P.D.
Wagner (LaJolla, CA, USA). Arterial hypoxaemia, caused
by chronic respiratory diseases, is associated with a reduc-
tion in the rate of delivery of O2 to muscles. In some
patients, hypoxaemia may worsen with exercise, compoun-
ding the problem of O2 delivery. Additional deleterious
effects of arterial hypoxaemia may be seen, during exercise,
at the level of the skeletal muscles. Specifically, if exercise is
limited by O2 availability rather than by metabolic capacity
to use O2 reducing the oxygen tension in arterial blood
(Pa,O2) will cause muscle capillary Pa,O2 to be reduced; this
in turn will lower the driving Pa,O2 gradient between the
capillaries and the mitochondria, and as a result, the dif-
fusional transport of O2 within muscle will be impaired.
Thus, O2 availability to mitochondria is affected by arterial
hypoxaemia not only directly (reduced convective O2

delivery) but also indirectly (reduced diffusional transport in
muscle). On top of these consequences of COPD, there may
be structural changes in muscle as a result of the disease
process itself, perhaps again from chronic hypoxaemia.
Prolonged muscle inactivity may also contribute to these
structural changes. Such changes may be complex, but for
O2 transport perhaps the most important relate to reduced
muscle capillarity. If the number of capillaries is reduced, a
given rate of blood flow may lead to a lower average red cell
transit time and thus reduced O2 unloading. However, since
there is evidence that the diffusional conductance for O2

between the muscle red cell and the mitochondria is deter-
mined mostly by the capillary surface area, any reduction in
capillary number will reduce O2 conductance as well as
transit time. As impaired O2 transport and the lung disease
itself together limit exercise levels, cardiac output and thus
muscle blood flow remain low as well. As a result, there may

be incomplete muscle capillary recruitment, further low-
ering capillary density in a functional sense. This may
produce even more impediment to O2 transport because of
perfusion/metabolism heterogeneity and reduced perfused
capillary surface area for O2 diffusion. P.D. Wagner raised
the following points about the role of O2 transport in chro-
nic respiratory diseases to be addressed in the discussion:
1) is maximal exercise limited by mitochondrial O2 avai-
lability or by mitochondrial metabolic capacity to use O2?
2) how much is convective O2 delivery to muscle imp-
aired? 3) how much is diffusional O2 delivery (red blood
cell (RBC) to mitochondria) impaired? 4) what changes in
muscle structure occur, especially in relation to the capil-
laries, in chronic lung diseases? 5) is muscle blood flow
and its distribution within muscle normal or not? and 6)
how can these questions be best answered in intact humans
with lung disease?

The physiological adaptations to exercise in chronic
respiratory diseases were analysed by P. Palange (Rome,
Italy). Exercise limitation in COPD is multifactorial in ori-
gin. The ability to increase ventilation during exercise is
reduced; the more advanced the disease, the more impaired
the exercise tolerance should be. However, factors other
than ventilatory limitation play an important role in redu-
cing exercise capacity in COPD [10]. In the advanced
phase of the illness patients display variable degrees of
peripheral muscle atrophy and muscle weakness has been
reported to significantly contribute to exercise limitation
[11]. At this stage patients reduce their daily activities to
avoid exertional respiratory discomfort. Recent studies
have demonstrated that the muscle aerobic capacity of
stable hypoxaemic COPD patients is impaired. Slow O2

uptake kinetics at submaximal workloads have been rep-
orted [12]; 31P-MRS studies [13, 14] have shown that
these patients rely heavily on nonaerobic sources to sus-
tain moderate workloads; finally, early occurrence of met-
abolic acidosis has been demonstrated in patients with
mild to severe COPD exercising at moderate intensity
[15, 16]. Oxygen supplementation may improve some of
the derangements mentioned above [5, 17]. The reduced
ability to utilize the O2 transported by the circulation
seems not to be related to reduction in bulk O2 flow [18]
but to a defect in O2 transport and/or utilization at the
tissue level. Several factors may contribute such as: 1)
impaired diffusive conductance for O2 between RBCs
and the mitochondria; 2) heterogeneous distribution of O2

bulk flow within the exercising muscle fibres; 3) inertia
of the oxidative processes at the cellular level; 4) changes
in distribution of muscle fibres and a reduction in muscle
aerobic enzymes. P. Palange proposed to discuss the foll-
owing arguments: influence of peripheral muscle dysfun-
tion on ventilatory demand during exercise; ventilatory
response during different types of exercise; usefulness of
"on-field" tests; oxygen consumption (V'O2) kinetics stu-
dies in the evaluation of peripheral muscle dysfunction.

The issue of muscle blood flow and O2 transport in
chronic respiratory disorders was presented by J. Roca
(Barcelona, Spain). Inability to increase ventilation and
disturbances of pulmonary gas exchange have been histor-
ically invoked as principal determinants of exercise intoler-
ance in COPD patients [19]. Different studies [9] indicate
that these patients show a normal rise in cardiac output as
V'O2 increases suggesting adequate ventricular function in
uncomplicated disease. At peak exercise, cardiac output
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is low but it seems tightly coupled with ventilation and
whole-body V'O2. In athletes during extreme cycling ex-
ercise [20], regional blood flow distribution can be mod-
ulated by the perfusion requirements of the respiratory
muscles such that blood flow to the exercising leg incr-
eases by alleviating the ventilatory load with noninva-
sive ventilation. It could be hypothesized that such a
situation might also occur in severe COPD patients at a
markedly lower maximal ventilation due to increased
work of breathing. Moreover, low blood flow to the exer-
cising legs can also be expected because of reduced muscle
mass often seen in this disease [21]. Recent studies [18,
22], however, seem to confirm that muscle blood flow
during exercise in COPD patients is preserved or even
slightly increased. These patients show abnormally low
mitochondrial oxidative capacity and low muscle bioe-
nergetic status at a given submaximal exercise indicated
by a higher inorganic phosphate concentration ([Pi])/phos-
phocreatine concentration ([PCr]) ratio and lower intra-
cellular pH than healthy sedentary controls. Different lines
of evidence suggest that intrinsic skeletal muscle dys-
function may be present in COPD patients and that it may
play a role in the limitation of exercise tolerance. It is of
note, however, that identification of skeletal muscle dys-
function in COPD can be obscured by several confounding
factors, such as: 1) impaired muscle O2 transport; 2) steroid
therapy; 3) detraining due to physical inactivity; or, 4)
treatment with cyclosporine after lung transplantation.

In the discussion several issues were addressed, among
them: O2 supply versus metabolic capacity as limits to ex-
ercise; relationship of symptoms to underlying physiolog-
ical/biochemical processes; and multiple factors in exercise
limitation. Participants agreed on the need for future stu-
dies to rule out whether the skeletal muscle is not working
properly because of structural and biochemical "intrinsic"
defects or because the environment (e.g. hypoxia and mic-
rocirculation) in which the muscle works is altered. They
also agreed on the need for studies in isolated small muscle
groups to better evaluate the full oxidative capacity of the
muscle; this is in fact difficult to ascertain with exercise
protocols that involve large muscle groups (e.g. cycling)
where exercise tolerance is limited by ventilatory and
circulatory constraints.

February 11, 1999. Section 2: structural and
biochemical alterations of skeletal muscles in

chronic respiratory diseases

This section was opened by a short lecture by F. Maltais
(Ste Foy, Canada) on "Skeletal muscle structure and fun-
ction in chronic respiratory diseases". Peripheral muscle
abnormalities described in patients with COPD include
reduction in muscle mass and endurance, weakness, alter-
ation in fibre type distribution, and decreased metabolic
capacity [16, 23]. Altered peripheral muscle function may
also be present in other chronic respiratory disorders such
as cystic fibrosis [24] and lung transplant recipients. The
peripheral muscle changes in COPD are associated with
an impaired muscle energy metabolism at rest and during
exercise as indicated by nuclear MRS 31P-NMR) studies
[13]. An impaired oxidative phosphorylation and adeno-
sine triphosphate (ATP) resynthesis with early activation
of anaerobic glycolysis within the contracting muscles

have been reported in these studies. These modifications
in muscle energy metabolism do not appear to reflect a
problem with peripheral perfusion since lower limb blood
flow during exercise is similar between patients with
COPD and normal subjects. Impaired muscle metabolism
during exercise may affect exercise tolerance in chronic
respiratory diseases by several mechanisms including en-
hanced lactic acidosis and ventilatory needs for a given
exercise work rate [15] and premature muscle acidosis, a
contributory factor to muscle fatigue and early exercise
termination. Reduced peripheral muscle strength and en-
durance have also been associated with reduced exercise
capacity in patients with COPD [25]. The nature of the
skeletal muscle dysfunction in patients with COPD has not
been fully elucidated. Several potential mechanisms may
contribute to this problem and their relative importance is
likely to vary from patient to patient. A unique mechanism
explaining peripheral muscle dysfunction in all patients is
unlikely. Chronic inactivity, nutritional imbalance, system-
ic steroids, hypoxaemia, a systemic inflammatory process
with increased levels of blood cytokines, electrolyte distur-
bances, and low anabolic hormone levels have all been
suggested as potential contributors to the development of
peripheral muscle dysfunction in COPD.

A.M.W.J. Schols (Maastricht, The Netherlands) pre-
sented data on "Drug induced defects on skeletal muscles
in chronic respiratory diseases". Investigation of possible
drug induced defects in respiratory disease has been pri-
marily focused on systemic glucocorticoid treatment. In-
deed, evidence has been found [26] for an independent
adverse effect of maintenance treatment with oral gluco-
corticoids on overall mortality in patients with COPD.
This association is often automatically ascribed to steroid
myopathy. This however has led to under exposure of the
role of various other well documented side effects of sus-
tained use of systemic corticosteroids including, in par-
ticular, suppression of the hypothalamic-adrenal axis,
infectious complications and metabolic alterations. Func-
tional and histological characteristics of peripheral muscle
in COPD patients with clear steroid induced myopathy
have been extensively described [26]. Patients suffering
from peripheral muscle weakness and vastus lateralis biop-
sies were characterized by increased variation in diameter
of fibres with several angular atrophic fibres and diffuse
necrotic and basophilic fibres. On adenosine triphosph-
atase (ATPase) stain, a generalized fibre atrophy pattern
was observed in contrast to experimental studies that have
shown that steroids predominantly induce type IIb fibre
atrophy. Nutritional depletion may also cause muscle
wasting characterized by a more generalized fibre atrophy
pattern. In a recent study (unpublished data) the skeletal
muscle of patients with COPD, under long term low dose
prednisolone treatment, were studied. Myopathic features
in anterior tibialis muscle biopsies were mild and these
morphological alterations were found both in COPD pa-
tients irrespective of steroid use as well as in healthy con-
trol subjects. Several other factors need to be considered
for correct interpretation of steroid induced defects on
skeletal muscle: dose and duration of steroid use, way of
administration, steroid type, differences in contractile
properties between nonfluorinated and fluorinated glu-
cocorticoids at equipotent dose independent of muscle
wasting per se, differences between in vitro contractile
properties and in situ muscle function, differences between
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diaphragm and peripheral muscle. Limited clinical studies
have investigated the effects of glucocorticoids on muscle
metabolism. In a group of nondepleted patients with
chronic bronchial asthma an increase in the synthesis and
deltoid muscle cell deposition of glycogen and a decrease
in the muscle glycogen degradation was found. Interest-
ingly these findings were reported despite the absence of
muscle weakness or morphological alterations [27]. Final-
ly, it is still unclear how long steroid induced effects on
muscle persist after systemic steroids are discontinued.
This is clinically relevant since short courses of glucocor-
ticoids are commonly prescribed during acute disease
exacerbation.

P.D. Wagner introduced the issue of "Is there evidence
for a specific myopathy in chronic respiratory diseases?"
For many years, no attention was paid to the skeletal mus-
cles as a possibly significant contributor to exercise limit-
ation. This is no longer the case: more and more evidence
is being collected that suggests myopathic involvement,
especially in COPD. Most dramatic is the repeated finding
that normalization of lung function by transplantation fails
to restore maximal V'O2 to more than ~50% of normal, des-
pite in some studies, inclusion of exercise rehabilitation
programmes. This is clouded by the myopathic potential of
immunosuppressives such as cyclosporin and steroids, but
implies by exclusion that something may be intrinsically
wrong with the muscles. In COPD oxidative enzyme levels
appear reduced; blood lactate levels rise at lower power
outputs than normal; there is greater intracellular acidosis
and PCr depletion at a given power output than in healthy
control subjects; O2 uptake and PCr recovery kinetics are
slower in COPD as well. These all speak of metabolic in-
sufficiency that limits exercise capacity. However, some of
these factors are quite sensitive to O2 supply/muscle Pa,O2

(which may themselves be abnormal in COPD), and also to
fitness. Included are early lactate appearance, PCr recovery
and depletion, and acidosis. Would these indices of appa-
rent cellular pathology be normal when compared at simi-
lar intracellular Pa,O2 and activity levels? Not all studies
find reduced oxidative enzyme activity; in those that do,
how much reduction does it take to interfere with maximal
exercise capacity given that there probably is an excess of
metabolic capacity in most normal people? Are such red-
uctions pathological or just reflective of inactivity? Struc-
tural changes such as loss of type I muscle fibres, and
reduction in the capillarity of muscles have been found.
Similar questions apply here: what is the functional sig-
nificance and pathological nature of the changes? Loss of
muscle mass, difficulty in finding healthy control subjects
with similar inactivity as patients, and variability in sel-
ection of patients for studies do not ease the interpretive
problems. But perhaps most important is that most studies
have asked COPD patients to engage in "whole body"
(cycle) exercise that clearly pushes patients to ventilatory
limits before their muscles have reached their maximal
abilities: it is difficult to see how the capacity of the mus-
cles can be assessed when they are shut down before rea-
ching their potential. P.D. Wagner pointed out that cycle
exercise may be very appropriate for many purposes, but
probably not for study of the muscles themselves. Finally,
the issue of regulation of exercise responses at the level of
the gene is just beginning to be brought to bear on human
disease. Studies at this level will be needed to understand
mechanisms of muscle myopathy, if this syndrome indeed

exists. P.D. Wagner then suggested the following focal
points for discussion. What constitutes myopathy versus
detraining versus O2 unavailability? How much change
from normal must occur to have functional significance?
Which metabolic parameters are O2-sensitive such that
their interpretation requires comparison to healthy subjects
at similar O2 levels? Choosing the proper control subjects.
Can drugs used in lung disease account for the muscle
structural and functional defects reported (immunosupp-
ressives, steroids, bronchodilators)? Are the muscles in
lung disease equally trainable as they are in health? What
should be used to quantify effects of training?

At the end of the lectures the following issues were dis-
cussed: relationship of biochemical alterations to O2 avail-
ability; how much biochemical change from normal is of
known significance; similarities and differences in skeletal
muscles in other chronic diseases. Several questions were
raised from the audience and some young researchers pres-
ented evidence on skeletal muscle dysfunction in chronic
diseases other than COPD such as chronic heart failure and
chronic renal failure. Participants agreed that comparisons
with other diseases may help to answer the question, do
COPD patients have a specific myopathy? They agreed on
the need for future studies to rule out whether muscle
dysfunction in COPD is simply the effect of ageing and
reduced level of daily activity. Selection of appropriate
control subjects appears to be crucial: body mass (and
other anthropometric nutritional indices) and level of acti-
vity should be monitored in order to correctly answer this
question.

February 12, 1999. Section 3: effect of hypoxia and
poor nutritional state on skeletal muscle function in

chronic respiratory diseases

This section was opened by a lecture on "The effect of
hypoxia on muscle energetic" by X. Leverve (Grenoble,
France). Muscle cells, like every other kind of cell, have to
maintain energy homeostasis throughout many different
problems, such as: 1) matching energy supply with energy
demand; and 2) sharing ATP production among many
pathways that compete for energy supply. But in these
aspects, muscle cells appear to be very particular since they
have to endure dramatic and major changes in ATP con-
sumption rate according the state of contraction, as well as
two further pathways: myofibrilar ATPases and endoplas-
mic-reticulum calcium uptake, both of which are very
prominent in total cellular energy metabolism. Along with
the different mechanisms of control, and regulation of the
mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation pathway, the role
of the creatine kinase shuttle and the subsequent compart-
mentilization and channelling of energy transfer is prob-
ably of major importance in the determination of energy
distribution and cellular priorities [28±31]. Therefore, by
modulating the different isoforms of creatine kinase some
adaptation to various energy status may occur.

Heart and skeletal muscles can also adapt to hypoxia, or
to chronic energy limitation, by changing muscle contrac-
tion efficiency. As was reported in several models of ven-
tricle hypertrophy, a change in the transcription of myosin
isoforms can be linked to changes in contraction efficiency.
Similar mechanisms are probably also involved in adap-
tation toward chronic hypoxia [32, 33].
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The concept of a "milieu interieur" as described by C.
Bernard, more than a century ago, or in modern words a
"steady sate", is based on interorgan co-operation and
competition. Hence, oxygen and nutrients or final waste
products excepted, every metabolite can be a waste product
for one cell and a substrate for an other one, either between
different tissues or also between different cells in a single
organ. Hence oxygen and glucose for instance must be
shared between organs and cells. In this aspect the com-
plete opposition between aerobic and anaerobic energy
pathways is a very good example of alternative co-op-
eration and competition: almost all organs compete for
oxygen, most of them for glucose as an energetic substrate,
insulin sensitivity being a major tool for tuning it, while
other tissues or cells can oxidize lactate. Hence, lactate is
either a final product or an energetic substrate. According
to the fact that glucose or lactate in turn might be the actual
substrate for the Kreb's cycle, there is a significant differ-
ence in the energy yield of oxygen reduction to water.
Hence, in this manner some changes in lactate metabolism
directly participates to the metabolic adaptation to hypoxia
for all organs, including muscle and heart but probably in a
different manner [34±36]. In this aspect, liver gluconeo-
genesis, which is affected by hypoxia, plays a role in
peripheral tissues metabolism since the increased lactate
concentration in plasma is probably responsible for an in-
creased lactate use as oxidative energy substrate in some
tissues (like peripheral muscle) rather than glucose [37,
38].

A.M.W.J. Schols introduced the issue of "Malnutrition
in chronic respiratory diseases: the role of inflammation".
There is increasing evidence for a role of inflammation in
the pathogenesis of muscle wasting and cachexia in pa-
tients with chronic respiratory diseases. Experimental
studies (unpublished data) have demonstrated an associa-
tion between tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-a and weight
loss in COPD [2]. Experimental animal and in vitro stud-
ies have shown that inflammation may affect both com-
ponents of the energy balance, dietary intake on the one
hand and energy and substrate metabolism on the other.
Furthermore, direct effects of TNF-a on skeletal muscle
have been implicated. Leptin, a protein synthesized by
adipose tissue and encoded by the ob gene, plays an
important role in energy balance. Leptin is postulated to
represent the afferent hormonal signal to the brain includ-
ing the hypothalamus in a feedback mechanism regulat-
ing the fat mass. Three experimental studies have shown a
link between inflammatory cytokines and leptin, leading to
the hypothesis that adipose tissue gene expression is also
influenced by inflammatory cytokines, which could
induce anorexia in acute and chronic inflammation.
Lep-tin levels are very low in emphysematous patients
with low fat mass, in line with the reported feedback
mech-anism in the regulation of fat mass. However in part
of these patients elevated leptin levels adjusted for fat
mass were found that were significantly associated with
ele-vated plasma levels of soluble TNF-receptor 55 and a
low dietary intake. Inflammation may also cause mobil-
ization of skeletal muscle protein to meet the increased
demand of amino acids for acute phase protein synthesis.
Indeed COPD patients characterized by elevated levels of
acute phase proteins were characterized by an elevated
resting metabolic rate and depletion of fat-free mass, even
out of proportion to the loss of body weight [39]. In line

with the above proposed mechanisms, it is of interest to
notice that normal weight COPD patients with depleted
fat-free mass are characterized by a significantly lower
peripheral muscle function and exercise performance than
underweight COPD patients with preservation of fat-free
mass. The latter finding also implies a direct effect of
inflammation on skeletal muscle tissue. Studies in differ-
entiated muscle cell lines indeed suggest that TNF-a
directly induces skeletal muscle protein loss through reac-
tive oxygen-mediated nuclear factor (NF)-kB activation
[40]. A.M.W.J. Schols concluded that further elucidation
of the role of inflammation in pulmonary cachexia is ess-
ential from a therapeutic perspective since depleted pa-
tients that poorly respond to nutritional therapy have a
worse prognosis than responders and are characterized by
a systemic inflammatory response.

The effects of malnutrition on exercise capacity in chr-
onic respiratory diseases were examined by P. Palange.
Weight loss and poor nutritional status has been reported in
>25% of COPD patients [41, 42] with the largest inci-
dence among patients with predominant emphysema. It is
reasonable to assume that in malnourished individuals
with COPD the energy-producing processes within the
muscle may be less able to meet metabolic needs than in
normally nourished, otherwise comparable patients. The
possibility that malnutrition, leading to reduced intramus-
cular ATP turnover and a decrease in the concentration of
phosphocreatine, may force the muscle to an early switch
toward anaerobic glycolysis [43], has, however, been un-
derestimated. In healthy humans, malnutrition reduces
respiratory and peripheral muscle strength with limitation
in exercise tolerance. Nutritional repletion improves str-
ength and endurance of skeletal and respiratory muscles
in underweight ambulatory COPD patients [44] and fac-
ilitates weaning from mechanical ventilation in COPD
patients with respiratory failure [45]. Recent studies have
demonstrated a positive correlation between nutritional
state and maximal exercise tolerance as reflected by max-
imal O2 uptake [46, 47]). In addition the findings of in-
creased levels of wasted ventilation and high O2 cost of
breathing in malnourished COPD [46] are compatible
with the hypothesis that in these patients weight loss is
caused by the caloric expenditures dictated by the high
energy requirements of the respiratory muscles [48].
Recently a close correlation between nutritional state and
the speed of O2 uptake kinetics during moderate exercise
have been demonstrated in COPD patients, indicating
that the decline in body mass parallels the impairment of
muscle aerobic capacity [49]. The energy requirements of
these patients must therefore be fulfilled via nonaerobic
pathways, namely PCr breakdown and/or anaerobic gly-
colysis, even for light physical efforts. P. Palange pointed
out that future studies are needed to validate the hypothe-
sis that in malnourished patients with COPD a measur-
able enhancement of exercise tolerance can be achieved
by rehabilitation programmes in conjunction with an ade-
quate increase in caloric intake until body mass is recov-
ered. P. Palange also proposed the following arguments to
be discussed: mechanisms by which malnutrition leads to
skeletal muscle dysfunction; can malnutrition be reversed
and exercise capacity restored by nutritional and rehab-
ilitation programmes?

R. Casaburi (Torrance, CA, USA) presented data on
"Anabolic hormone deficiency and exercise intolerance in
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chronic respiratory diseases". There is a growing accep-
tance of the concept that dysfunction of the muscles of
ambulation is responsible for a portion of the exercise
intolerance seen in patients with chronic lung disease [1].
Muscles must have an adequate hormonal environment to
grow and develop. Both the growth hormone and anabol-
ic steroid systems act to improve muscle function. Recent
studies have shown that plasma insulin-like growth fac-
tor (IGF)-1, (the principal mediator of growth hormone's
action on muscle), and testosterone, (the predominant
anabolic steroid in males), levels are low in COPD pati-
ents. Therefore, administering replacement doses of
anabolic hormones would be rational therapy. Growth
hormone supplementation has been shown to increase
muscle mass, strength and endurance in growth hormone
deficient adults. In studies of patients with chronic dis-
eases, including COPD, growth hormone has yielded in-
creases in muscle mass, though increases in functional
exercise capacity have not generally been demonstrated.
In hypogonadal males, replacement doses of testosterone
substantially increase muscle mass and strength. Supra-
physiological doses of testosterone have been shown to
interact additively with strength training to yield impr-
essive gains in muscle mass and strength in young healthy
males [50]. Older males with mildly low testosterone
levels have been shown to benefit as well [51]. Published
studies indicate that COPD patients may benefit similarly
[52]; additional studies are underway. Novel molecules
targeted to yield specific anabolic effects in muscles are
starting to be identified. R. Casaburi suggested that und-
erstanding of the cellular mechanisms of muscle growth
must be improved so that interventions can be appro-
priately targeted. Also, researchers must learn to contrast
the effects of anabolic interventions on strength versus
endurance outcomes. This seems to be a fertile area for
research.

During the discussion several topics were addressed,
among them mechanisms of weight loss in COPD and the
need to normalize exercise performance for muscle mass.
The vast majority of the discussion, however was focused
on the very interesting issue of metabolic abnormalities as
the consequence of chronic hypoxaemia, particularly the
effect of hypoxia on lactate turnover within the liver and
other tissues. Participants were very attracted by the pos-
sibility suggested by the biochemist X. Leverve that
muscle wasting could be the consequence of metabolic alt-
eration and catabolic stimuli originating from tissues/or-
gans different from the lung and the muscle itself (e.g.
liver). The discussions were also kept alive by the very
attractive issue that muscle damage in COPD may be sec-
ondary to a state of chronic inflammation; at this time,
however, only few and incomplete data support this
hypothesis.

February 12, 1999. Section 4: therapeutic
interventions on skeletal muscle function in chronic

respiratory disorders

This section was opened by J. Roca who introduced the
issue of "The lessons learned from lung volume reduction".
During the last few years, an increasing body of evidence
indicate that lung volume reduction surgery (LVRS) can

elicit significant short-term functional improvement in
selected COPD patients. Different studies available pro-
vide valuable information on the underlying physiological
mechanisms that explain the effects of this type of surgery
[53, 54]. Outcomes are defined in terms of: 1) changes in
mortality; 2) improvement of health related quality of life;
3) exercise performance; and 4) physiological variables.
Many questions, however, remain unresolved with respect
to the long-term efficacy of the procedure. A critical prob-
lem is the lack of results of appropriate long-term ran-
domized studies to assess outcome following LVRS. Data
from the ongoing projects in this area may provide relevant
information to evaluate the role of this surgical strategy.
Descriptive data suggest that skeletal muscle impairment in
COPD patients might play a role in the early and long-term
outcome of this surgical procedure. On the other hand,
LVRS provides a potentially unique situation to evaluate
the role of peripheral muscle dysfunction in COPD patients
since, in contrast to lung transplantation, potential con-
founding effects due to treatment with cyclosporine are not
present.

A.G.N. Agusti presented data on "The lessons learned
from lung transplantation". Traditionally, exercise limita-
tion in patients with COPD has been explained on the basis
of increased work of breathing and airflow limitation. Acc-
ording to this view, lung transplantation in COPD should
normalize (or tend to normalize) both lung mechanics and
exercise tolerance. However, this is not the case [55]. Des-
pite marked improvement in functional outcome and
quality of life after transplantation, available data show
that the vast majority of patients with COPD still have
persistent exercise limitation after surgery [56±59]. If it
is considered that the central factors (lung mechanics,
pulmonary gas exchange, pulmonary circulation) had
been normalized (or tended towards normalization) after
transplantation, this observation indicates that peripheral
factors (oxygen transport and/or utilization by skeletal
muscle) should be (remain?) abnormal in these patients.
There is now evidence in the literature to support this con-
tention. For instance, studies using NMR have shown ab-
normal skeletal muscle bioenergetics during exercise in
these patients [59]. Potential mechanisms underlying this
abnormality are varied and may include deconditioning
and malnutrition, presence of a previous skeletal myo-
pathy (systemic inflammation?) and/or use of drugs with
the potential to interfere with mitochondrial metabolism,
such as cyclosporin A [55]. A better understanding of
these mechanisms might be relevant clinically because
they constitute potential therapeutic targets [55].

R. Casaburi spoke on "The effects of training on skeletal
muscle in chronic respiratory diseases". Exercise training is
a key feature of rehabilitation programmes for patients
with chronic respiratory disease. However, for many years
it was unclear as to whether the benefits of training were
primarily physiological (i.e., mediated by improvements in
the function of the exercising muscles) or primarily psych-
ological (e.g., a result of desensitization to dyspnoea).

It was previously believed that COPD patients could
not achieve physiological training benefits because they
were unable to exercise at work rates above their critical
training intensity. However, it is now appreciated that these
patients are able to exercise at a high fraction of their
maximum power output. With this understanding, a series
of investigations have provided unequivocal evidence that
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a rigorous exercise training regimen can induce beneficial
changes in the muscles of ambulation [15, 22, 60, 61]. A
lower level of blood lactate at a given level of exercise con-
notes better oxygen utilization by the muscles. More rapid
oxygen uptake kinetics following exercise onset implies a
smaller oxygen debt and better aerobic performance. Mus-
cle biopsies have shown higher levels of aerobic enzymes
and improved capillarity. Ongoing studies in several labor-
atories are investigating other manifestations of training-
induced improvements in muscle function.

The discussion was focused on possible therapeutic in-
terventions aimed at ameliorating muscle performance and
exercise tolerance in chronic respiratory disorders. Exer-
cise training has been shown to reverse some of the meta-
bolic abnormalities associated with deconditioning and
ameliorate exercise tolerance. However, optimization of
training programmes is needed. Participants agreed that in
selected patients a promising approach is represented by
the integration of surgical methods with muscle training.

Conclusions

The starting point for this workshop was the well known
exercise intolerance in chronic lung diseases that for many
years has been blamed on abnormal respiratory function,
both lung mechanics and gas exchange. The principal over-
arching question posed was whether part of the blame lies
with the locomotory muscles as well, and if so, how. Several
lines of evidence do suggest that the muscles themselves
may be structurally and functionally abnormal. However,
such evidence, coming from morphological, biochemical
and physiological measures, is itself somewhat difficult to
interpret, so that while such abnormalities clearly exist,
whether they reflect muscle abnormality per se or just the
obligate muscle response to an abnormal physiological or
biochemical environment (in terms of O2 transport, neural
input, etc.) remains in contention. Part of the problem is what
constitutes the most appropriate set of control subjects
against which to compare exercise in patients with lung
disease. Part of the problem resides in specific drug therapies
(such as steroids and other immunosuppressive agents) that
have myopathic effects themselves. Part of the problem
results from difficulty separating effects of inactivity from
those of disease per se since the two are usually closely
linked. A specific additional layer ofcomplexitycomes from
nutritional considerations and, in particular, loss of muscle
mass which not infrequently accompanies severe disease
and even greater exercise intolerance. Perhaps the essence of
the overall problem can beseenfromthe generally poorpost-
transplantation exercise capacity of patients even many
months post-surgery and after some degree of rehabilitation.

The consensus of the group is that the skeletal muscles
are generally abnormal in chronic lung diseases. The group
did know precisely in what functional respect, nor by what
cellular and molecular mechanisms, nor how available
therapies impinge on exercise capacity and muscle health.

These many uncertainties suggest that: 1) cellular and
molecular level studies of muscle structure and function
will be required to understand mechanisms; 2) study of
small muscle groups that can exercise intensely (despite
severe lung disease) is needed to identify the functional
defects in muscle per se; 3) a similar comment applies to

questions regarding trainability of muscle in these diseases;
4) functional studies of muscle contraction must consider
the abnormal physiological environment in which the
muscles exist, at the least, interpretation of function muscle
allow for environmental abnormalities such as reduced
blood flow or O2 transport; 5) the search for immunosup-
pressive molecules that do not cause myopathic changes
should be a priority.

In conclusion, this workshop has laid out broad research
directions to allow a better mechanistic understanding of
muscle dysfunction in chronic lung diseases. Hopefully
these will lead to therapeutic advances that will not only
improve quality of life but also prolong it in the face of
currently disappointing functional outcomes from the few
available therapeutic modalities.
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